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ABSTRACT
This thesis analyzes, designs and imple'ents an expert
system for the management of hazardous material at a Navy
Supply Center (NSC). This system is part of a series of
expert systems built by the Naval Postgraduate School to
assist the Naval Supply Systems CommarpJ in automating its
inventory management systems at NSCs. Selecting the proper
storage conditions and location for newly received hazardous
material requires the NSC's expert in such matters, t'e safety
and health manager, to research the primary data base, the
Hazardous Material Information System (HMIS), and any othf r
relevant information sources, and extract the pertinent
information. He determines the best storage conditions for
the material and passes this information to the warehouse
worker. The Hazardous Material Expert System (HAZMAT ES) will
facilitate making the storage decision and will allow a
warehouse worker to safely store hazardous material without
the assistance of the safety and health manager. In addition,
it can provide information on an item's flash point,
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Expert systems, or knowledge based rules systems, are
developed so that the knowledge and experience of an expert
in a particular field may be transported, via computer, to a
non-expert. Recent advances in the expert system field have
made this application available at the personal computer (PC)
ieval. A number of areas hav: proven to be very well adapted
to expert systems. These applications cover a wide variety
*.f topics; ranginq from financial planning to medical
z*gnc~sLs, frc.i Ican zpprcvals to physical structure analysis.
Several expert systems have been created as thesis projects
at the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Ca; they include
a systea to management outstanding requisitions (dues) and a
system which directs causative research for missing or lost
material. These systems are intended to help inventory
managers at Naval Supply Centers (NSCs).
Personnel at the Navy Safety Center and the Naval Supply
Systems Command (NAVSUP) felt such an expert system would be
helpful to the management of ready for issue ("A" condition)
hazardous material at NSCs. Such a system should be designed
Bm1
for use by the warehouse level worker to aid in determirinq
che proper storage conditicns and location.
B. OBJECTIV
The objective of this thesis was to develop a hazardous
materials expert system if possible. Indeed, such a system
was conceived, designed, programmed and tested. The proluct
of that work has been titled the Hazardou3 Material Management
Expert System (HAZMAT ES).
C. APPROACH AND SCOPE
The methodology used in this research consisted of
reviewing available scholarly texts and journals and
Departments of i[efense and Navy instructions aad notices. It
also included research of, and interaction with, a number of
existing expert systems; including those previously mentioneld
NSC inventory manager systems. rhe final step was the
development of the system.
The scope of this thesis was primarily focused on
developing a rule-based expert system to manage hazardous
material at a Naval Supply Center (NSC). The expert system
implemented in this thesis is expected to be fully
operational. However, a tnorough validation test should be
conducted by individual NSC health and safety managers before
the system is utilized. Other types of systems, such as
2
d e c i s i o n s u p p o r t s y s tem s o r d a t a b a s e n a n a g e m e n t s y s t e m s ,
which might satisfactorily assist in the management of
hazardous materials, were not examined.
D. PREVIEW
Chapter II looks at thn actual management of hazardous
material in the Department of Defense in general and
specifically at NSC's. The difficulties associated with the
management of hazardous materials and how this area might lend
its. lf to an expert system application are examined.
Potential problem areas to be resolved during system
development are discussed.
Chapter III examines ai'tificial intelligence, expert
'4 * systems, aLd how expert systems are developed. Discussions
are presented outlining these topics, and their relevance to
the development of the HAZMAT ES. Chapter IV discusses the
considerations that went into designing, developing and
implementing the Hazardous Material Expert System (HAZMAT ES).
Programming login problems and how they were resolved are
Sreviewed. The chapter also addresses user interfdce
considerations and improvements.
T h e f i n a l c h a p t e r c o n t a i n s a s u m m a r y a n d c oncl u s i o n s
regarding the potential of the HAZMAT ES. Other vehicles that
merit further research and consideration in this area are also
addressed.
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II. :LNZA-DOUS MATERIAL MANAGEMENT AT NAVAL SUPPLY CENTERS
.%D ITS ADAPTABILITY AS AN EXPERT SYSTEM
A. X.T.ODUCTIOA
This chapter addresses hazardous material (HM) from
several ifferent viewpoints: the chemical aspects, the
Depart-:.: of Defense's Hazardous Material Information System
(LtMIS), Hazardous Material as viewed by the Navy, and the
ranagement of ready for issue ("A" condition) Hazardous
Material at a Naval Supply Center (NSC). The quality and
usefulness of any expert system depends on how well the
characteristics and problems of the application domain are
understood. After these dis:ussions establish the initial
groundwork, we will look at how these combined factors and
cizcurstances are suited to the application of an expert
system.
B. CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
Appendix A of the ninth edition of the Condensed Chemical
Dictionary (Ref. l:p. 4291 defines hazardous material as:
Any material or substance which, if improperly handled,
can be damaging to the health and well-being of man. Such
materials cover a broad range of types which may be
classified as follows:
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(1) Poisons or toxic agents, including drugs, chemicals,
and natural or synthetic products that are in any way
harmful, ranging from those that cause death to skin
irritants and allergens.
(2) Corrosive chemicals tnat burn or otherwise damage the
skin and mucous membranes on external contact or
inhalation.
(3) Flammable materials (q.v.) including (a) organic
solvents, (b) finely divided metals or powders, (c) some
classes of fibers, textiles, or plastics, and (d)
cnemicals that eithe" evolve or absorb oxygen during
storage, thus .:onstituting a fire risk when in contact
with organic materials.
(4) Explosives (q.v.) and strong oxidizing agents such as
peroxides and nitrates.
(5) Materials in which dangerous heat build-up occurs
during storage, either by oxidation or micro-biological
action.
(6) Radioactive chemicals that emit ionizing radiation.
The hazard associated with certain materials is increased
if the material is allowed to interact with :ertain other
co~pounds. In many cases, these materials might be quite
in their own right but, when cumbined, they create
deadly mixture. For example, oxidizinig material stored with
acids can cause fire or caustic iasses.
The hazards associated with any particular item are
attributable to its physical properties. The most prevalent
of *-ese is an item's flash point when it is in its liquid
state. The flash point of a liquid is the minimum temperature
at which it gives otf suftacient vapor to form an ignitable
mixture with air near the surface of the liquid. (Ref. 2] The
same source defines an ignitable mixture as one within the
flammable range that is capable of the propagation of flame
away from the initial source of ignition once ignited.
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A second hazard associated with many items is their
toxicity. Toxicity is defined as:
The ability of a substance to cause damage to living
tissue, impairment of the central nervous system, severe
illness or, in extreme cases, death when ingested,
inhaled, or absorbed by the skin. The amounts required
to produce these results vary widely with the nature of
the substance and the time of exposure to it. "Acute"
toxicity refers to exposure of short duration, i.e., a
single brief exposure; "chronic" toxicity refers to
exposure of long duration, i.e., repeated or prolonged
exposures.
The toxic hazard of a material may depend on its
physical state and on its solubility in water and acids.
Some metals that are harmless in solid or bulk form are
quite toxic as fumes, powder, or dust. Many substances
that are intensely poisonous are actcally beneficial when
administered in micro amounts, as in prescription drugs.
[Ref. l:p. 872)
The instability of material : must also be considered when
studying hazardous materials. Relatively unstable materials
are referred to as reactive materials.
Reactive materials are those which can enter into a
chemical reaction with uther stable or unstable materials.
Some materials are capable of rapid release of energy by
themselves, as Dy self-reaction or polymerization, or can
undergo violent eruptive or explosive reaction upon
contact with water or othf-r extinguishing agents or within
certain other materials. [Ref. 3]
The above physical traits must be taken into account when
managing potentially dangerous hazardous material at Naval
Supply Centers (NSC's).
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C. HAZARDOUS MATERIAL INPORMATION SYSTEM
Prior to discussing specific NSC operations it is
important to become acquainted with the principal Department
of Defense source of information concerning hazardous
matarial. The lazardous Material Information System (Hi1IS)
is a computer-based information system designed to accumulate,
.naintain, and disseminate important characteristics of
hazardous material which exist throughout the Department of
Defense. The HMIS is managed by the Defense Logistics Agency
(DLA).[Ref. 4]
A complete HMIS microfiche output (DoD 6050.5-LR) is
produced and distributed in November of each year. Quarterly
supplemental updates are published and distributed in
February, May and August. The annual November HMIS microfiche
output consists of approximately 200 microfiche sheets and
contains information for more than 7000 line items. The main
listing is by National Stock Number, but four separate cross-
referenced listings are also provided. These cross-reterences
are indexed to part number, manufacturer's code, and
specification number.
The HMIS microfiche contains information on flasn point,
reactivity, hazard, transportation and shipping dat4,
information on the manufacturer(s), and more. Much of the
information provided is not germane to the work of on-site
warehouse personnel. The HMIS is intended for use by a large
7
group (specifically, the entire Department of Defense
logistics system) and is therefore broad in nature.
Despite the broad nature of the information, all required
data to make storage management decisions is available.
However, it is difficult to extract the necessary data.
Microfiche is a very tedious and difficult medium to work
with. A microfiche reader is necessary to display the
information and the screen tends to be dark and the priniting
small. Because of the size of a microfiche reader the HMIS
is not very mobile.
DLA has recently started providing the HMIS output on
compact disk-read only memory (CD-ROM). This format is much
easier to work with than microfiche. The information is
primarily providd in plain English, and includes:
manufacturer/vendor, identifying information, ingredients,
physical properties, reactivity, fire danger, explosive
hazard, handling information, transportation, and disposal.
in total, there are eleven screens of information for each
line item.
The method of presentation using CD-ROM technology isI superior to the microfiche version. However, drawbacks still
exist from the viewpoint of the warehouse worker. The
majority of the information provided is not required by the
warehouse worker trying to decide where to stow an item. In
order to obtain any pertinent information he must wade through
considerable unnecessary information. Even then the pertinent
8
information does not fully instruct him as to the proper
storage conditions for the item under considerations.
D. HAZARDOUS MATERIAL MANAGEMENT AT NAVAL SUPPLY CENTERS
1. General Policy
In accordance with OPNAVINST 4110.2, there are a i.
number of organizations within the Navy who have some
involvement with HM management. They include, but are not
limited to, the Chief of Naval Operation's Office (Deputy
Chief of Naval Operation for Logistics (OP-04)), the Office
of the Naval Inspector Ceneral, the Chief of Naval Research,
the Commander Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP), the Navy
Environmental Health Center, the Commander Naval Facilities
Engineering Command, and the Navy Safety Center. Although
there are a large number of interested participants involved
with HM management this thesis is primarily concerned with the
aspects under the control of NAVSUP.
NAVSUP is assigned responsibility as the overall manager
f:r all supply and logistics azpects of the Navy's Hazardous
Material Control and Management Program. These aspects
include, but are not limited to, manual and automated
warehousing and material information systems, and information
pertaining to storage capability at Naval Supply Centers and
distribution points.[Ref. 4]
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This thesis effort was initially defined by the NAVSUP
Hazardous Material Coordinator, Ms. Cindy Williams. General
discussions were held via telephone regarding HM management
at various NSCs and a west coast NSC that could provide useful
information and experiences if visited was decided upon. The
Naval Supply Center, Puget Sound, Wa (NSC PS), although it has
a smaller operation than most NSCs, was considered a good
candidate to visit and study.
2. Conditions at NSC Puget Sound
The purpose of the visit to NSC PS, conducted 11 - 12
September 1988, was to obtain an understanding of HM storage
and management at the stock point level. To achieve this, an
interview with the center's safety and health manager and the
HM warehouse personnel was conducted. Also, HM stock
identification procedures, storage facilities, and general
working conditions were observed and traini' records
reviewed.
The NSC PS hazardous material warehouse contains
approximately 1500 line items of hazardous material. This is
a fairly light load compared to the number of line items
maintained by NSC Oakland and NSC Norfolk. Regardless, Ms.
Willidms was confident that the conditions to be addressed by
this thesis would be the same at any NSC.
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Ia. Personnel and Training
The safety and health manager, Mr. John Jensen, has been
employed by NSC PS in that capacity since 1979. His education
includes a master's degree in industrial safety and Ms.
Williams considers him the bcst of all the NSC 11V managers.
The HM warehouse is manned by three full-time personnel.
All are wage grade level five (WG-5) employees with five to
seven years experience at the NSC. Not all of their
experiences at the NSC have been related to HM storage and
management. Mr Jensen indicated their backgrounds are typical'.4
of NSC HM warehouse personnel he has seen during his tour at
NSC PS. Due to the potential hazards associated with KM itemsI the warehouse personnel tend to be more experienced and mature
than the average NSC nor-!L warehouse employee.
The HM warehouse persohnel receive very little formal
training. The extent of their formal traininig is a mandatory
NAVSUP Competency Board Certification (CBC) proyram. The
training they receive is from the HM module of the CBC, but
the Dain emphasis of this training is accountability rather
than the hazardous traits of the materials they are dealing
with. The ma3ority of their hazardous material training is
comprised of on-the-job training from Mr. Jensen and the more
experienced personnel in the HM warehouse.
11
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b. The Storage Decision Process
The current methct of arriving at storage decisions must
be understood in order to evaluate a concept for an expert
system to assist the warehouse personnel in their storage
decisions. Hazardc. material stocking decisions fall into
two basic categories: 'I) receipt of items already carried in
stock, and (2) receipt of items not currently carried in
stock.
When an item is received that is already carried in stock
the new receipt is placed into storage with similar material.
This rule holds true for varying units of issue and different
size containers of the same material. The physical properties
that create the hazard remain zonstant, regardless of the
container's size or unit of issue.
The situation encountered when an item comes into stock
for initial placement is not as simple. Providing proper
storage guidance to the warehouse worker in this situation is
the goal of the expert system under consideration as part of
this thesis.
The warehouse is divided into various sections, such as
flammable storage, an acid locker, compressed gas storeroom,
etc. When a. item is received into stock for the first time,
warehouse personnel stow the material into the general area
where they think it should go using an "educated guess."
A follow-up inquiry, descrihing the material received and
the initial storage decision made, is forwarded to the safety
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and health manager. Upon receipt of this form the safety and
health manager researches the proper storage criteria for the
item using the HMIS and other references avai.able to him.
He annotates the required information and returns the form to
the warehouse. The elapsed time for the form to be initiated,
forwarded to the safety and health manager, and then returned
to the warehouse is usually seven to ten calendar days. Mr.
Jensen indicated that in many instances the warehouse
personnel's initial decisions are correct. New items that
require this process to occur arrive three to four times per
w-ek.
The previously discussed problems associated with the HMIS
have made it difficult for warehouse personnel to become adept
its use. Mr. Jensen has made some efforts to train them
in the use of the HMIS with limited success.
Although the current situation is reasonably successful
the potential for a catastrophic error is obvious. For
example, a spill or leak from a package stored in close
proximity to a material it is highly reactive with could prove
fatal. The storerooms observed at NSC Puget Sound were
extremely cleon and well orqpnized and no such occurrences
were observed. However, damagf.* packages and spilled material
are a fact of life when transportirg, handling, and storing
large quantities of material.
I discussed the concepts behind the proposed HM expert
system with Mr. Jensen and the warehouse personnel. The
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ability to use such a persona computer based expert system
would require limited information and training, and could
rapidly provide a correct storage decision. They received
the proposal very positively.
E. RAZZ.WDOUS MATERI:AL %%VERT SYBTEM
The conditions surrounding hazardous material storage at
an NSC wculd appear to be ideally suited for the development
and application of an expert system. Some of the applicable
characteristics of an ES, which will be discussed in chapter
III, include: objective, scope, who/what makes the
reconoiendation, domain, and type of problem addressed. These
characteristics must be reviewed for any potential expert
system application.
As conceived during initial investigation and study, the
objective of the HAZMAT FS would be to replicate the knowledge
of the expert (in this case, the supply center's safety and
health manager) and immediately provide it at the warehcuse
worker's level. It is possible that then the safety and
health manager could be left completely out of this decision
making process.
The proposed HAZMAT ES would be directly accessed by the
warehouse worker. The HAZMAT ES would pose qu3stions to the
worker in order to obtain sufficient information to provide
a correct storage decision. In addition, all possible user
responses would be presented along with questions.
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The domain :cing addres3ed, hazardous material mana-genent,
is very narrow and the cnaractezistics of hazardous materials
are clearly defined. The problem which would be addressed by
the HAZMAT ES is very repetitive in nature, as all decision
processes would ve ,,ry s*milar to each other.
Cutomizing the HAZAT ES to the local NSC will give it
an additional advantage over the HMIS. Et will not be
difficult to tailor the HAZMAT ES's responses to a local NSC's
storag;e conditions and configurations. For example, rather
than simply making a recommendation for a type of storage
co.idition, the HAZMAT ES can make recor ndations specific to
the NSC. The recommendation can name a storeroom by name,
such as "store this item in storercom 3, sector 27."
The most difficult aspect of the proposed HAZMAT ES is
deterr.ining which characteristics need to be addressed and
how much detail can be included (as will be aiscussed in
chapter III, this is often a major problem in designing any
expert system application) . The HMIS addresses each line item
as a distinct entity. To rake the HAZMAT ES workable at the
personal ccputer level it Is net possible to treat ites
uniquely (insufficient power and memory is available in e
personal computer). Rather, items would have to be grouped
by haza,:d types, specifically: acid, flammable, toxic,
explosive, combustible, alkaline, oxidizer, and poison. The
items would also have to be categorized by their physical
state (i.e., solid, liquid or gas). The basic characteristics
15
of !;ecific itemns within each hazard type are homcgenous
*2nour3h to nake this HAZMAT ES concept effective.
7n addition, if all of the hazardous items were treated
uniqu2ly it would be necessary to maintain the system on a
quarterly basis. This is the frequency at which the WMIS is
distributed. Quarterly ILMIS changes include additions,
deletions, and adjustments to existing records. The HIMIS
contains approximately 7500 line items, an expert system with
the capabilities of the HAZMAT ES would require over 30,000
rules to manage such a domain. This estimation is based on
the HAZMAT ES rule base which contains four rules for each
type of hazard.
As will be discussed in Chapter III, one of the primary
weaknesses associated with any ES is the system's inability
to identify when it is operating beyond its expertise. This
should not be a factor for the proposed HAZAF.T ES. All HMs
carried at an NSC are included in one of the hazard types
identified at the start of the chapter, ensuring all potential
situations can be addressed by the HAZMAT ES.
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III. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, EXPERT SYSTEMS, AND
DEVELOPI:NG EXPZRT AYOTEMS
. I:;ODUCTTON
This chapter addresses artificial intelligence, expert
systems, and the development of an expert system. It also
discusses issues related to knowledge acquisition methods for
producing a knowledge base and the steps in the development
of an expert system. The discussions will include
considerations regarding the development of the hazardous
material expert system (HAZMJT FS).
B. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
The general perception of artificial intelligence (AI) is
an exotic one, linked with science fiction robots and
vindictive computers; HAL in the movie "2001: A Space Odyssey"
is a priine example. In reality, artificial intelligence is
much more benign than that. One of the original definitions
of Al is offered by Marvin Minsky, a founding father of the
field. He defines Al as simply "the science of making
machines do things that would require intelligence if done by
men" (Ref. 5:p. 65). This implies that computers can be
designed to reason and make inferences based on knowledge they
17
have stored in their data bases. The ability to learn from
nistakes (i.e., acquire informaticn while accomplishing their
assigned tasks) must be considered as well.
:ost experts in the field agree that AI is not a science
or a tangible end item in and of itself. Specific
applications, such as expert systems, are the end product of
artificial intelligence. Three general products currently
have sprung from AI, they are: Expert Systems (ES), Natural-
Language Systems, and Neural Networks.
Both ES and natural-language systems are knowledge-based
systems. They attempt to replicate an expert's abilities with
a data base and software that utilize the expert's knowledge
and reasoning capabilities. The systems then provide these
abilities to a non-expert. Natural-language software consists
of powerful prcgrams that allow users to interact with the
system using plain language commands. On the other hand, an
ES requires more structured commands when being queried, but
is still designed to be easy to interact with (i.e., user
friendly). ES will be discussed more fully later.
Neural networks are still in the research phase and have
no working models. They are an attempt to duplicate the
neural patterns of a living being in order to reproduce their
thought processing capabilities (Ref. 6:p. 201.
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C. ExEaT SYSTEA1S
The literature defines "expert systems" in a variety of
w y:;. Generally, ES are an outgrowth c- product of artificial
intelliqnce that attempts to mimic or replicate the expertise
anJ knowledge of an acknowledjed expert in a specified field.
. ... n ..1 ; S an ex i Z defin";d as a computer
program which uses a knowledge-based reasoning process which
4 proviCas the user with a correct choice for a given problem
in a very narrow field. An ES is comprised of a knowledge
base and an inference engine.
A knowledge base is composed of two sections, the
knowledge data base and the domain data base. The knowledge
data base contains rules about the behavior of the elements
cf the subject in question. For example, a knowledge data
base contains such rules as: "If a bicycle has curved handle
bars and more than five gears, then it is a racing bicycle."
The domain data base contains facts about the subject in
question. For example: "Schwinn makes racing bicycles." The
distinction here is subtle but important. The rules in a
knowledge data base may be thought of a definitions which are
not usually altered. Facts in the domain data base are more
easily changed.
The inference engine is an algorithm that extracts
information from the knowledge base, applies the rules
contained in the domain data base and makes a decision using
reasoning criteria contained in the inference engine.
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Inference engines use three types cf reasoning: backward chain
reasoning, forward chain reasoning, or a combinatirn ot the
two. Bac:ward chain reasoning requires less computer memory
and is more prominent.
Backward reasoning, or "goal driven inferences," starts
with the goal to be attained. It collects all of the rules
in the knowledge base that has "then" conditional statemente.
that match the stated goal. Each of the rules is tested wit
the pertinent information extracted from the domain data base
as well as information provided by the user. The inference
engine uses this information to eliminate the conditional
statements which are not tru- for the goal at hand. It
retains those condicional stat. .:nts which are true, or cannot
be proven either trre or false. The inferrnce engine will
prompt the user for acdii;:al facts "hic- -ill allow it to
identify all conditional statements as true or false.[Ref.
7:p. 315-3173
For example, a young man wishes to earn $2C.00, this is
established as the gcal. He looks for "IF-THF7." rul.es which
will satisfy this goal. He comes upon "IF the lawn is shaggy
and the car is dirty, THEN Dad will pay $20.00 to have the
lawn mowed and the car washed." He must then review various
conditions to determine if he can indeed accomplish the tasks
(e.g.: do the car and lawn need attention?). If so, does he
have the necessary tools and supplies? He has established
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his goal and then proceeded backwards to satisfy this goal.
See Figure 2.1 for a representation of this process.
BACKWARD CHAINING
GOAL: Make $20.00
I RULE: If the lawn is shaggy and
I the car is dirty and you mow
the lawn and wash the car,
then Dad will give you $20.00
Does the lawn Does the car need
need mowing? washing?
* *
I Do you have a mower? ..I hose? bucket? rags?
V V
gas? electric? push?
*** The inference engine will test each rule or ask the
user for additional information.
Figure 2.1
4 Forward reasoning "fires" each rule from the knowledge
data base that matches the given "if" facts of a problem.
Firing a rule consists of asserting each of the rule's then-
conclusions and of evaluating their impacts [PRef. 5:p. 65].
The reasoning strategy continues forward, determining further
rules to be fired based on these conclusions. The collection
of facts gathered during this chaining become the solution to
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the problem at hand. See Figure 2.2 for a representation of
this process.
FORWARD CHAINING
GIVEN: You can make $20.00
mowing lawn and washing car
If the car is dirty If the lawn is shaggy
and you have supplies and you have a mower
then the car be ther the lawn can be
washed for money mowed for money (adds
(adds statement to memory) statement to memory)
Dad says mow the lawn
and wash the car, regardless
of their condition
If the car can be washed
for money and the lawn can
be mowed for money then you
can earn money
Figure 2.2
Search patterns, defined as either breadth or depth, are
techniques that allow navigation through an information base.
They vary among various systems depending upon the
architecture used. A breadth search pattern consists of
firing all first level rules before proceeding to the second
level rules. A depth pattern continues along a chain until
it can go no further. This can also be conceptualized as
horizontal (breadth) and vertical (depth).
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A vertical search looks at all rules in the same level
and classifies them as true or false. The process then moves
on to the next level and evaluates and classifies all of them.
Once all of the rules are evaluated a final solution is
dctermrined. The horizonal search process finds a true rule
on the first level which will satisfy the goal and then moves
horizontally to the next level, evaluating level II rules
which are dependent on the level I rule that was evaluated as
true. This process continues until the final solution is





DEPTH: All level I rules are searched "vertically" and
identified as True or False before going to level II
LEVEL I U III
R R f R
R R t R
R tR f Rt
R R R
BREADTH: The search is conducted "horizontally" along a
chain of true rules, looking for the goal
LEVEL !!
R R R
R ReR f RR t -- R




t: Rule has been evaluated as truef: Rule has been evaluated as false
Figure 2.3
The characteristics attributed to successful expert
systems vary with each source con;sulted. dowever, a few
characteristics are consistently cited by all. They are:
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lo The system can provide the user with the reasoning
utilized to arrive at the solution.
o The system uses heuristic, or "rules of thumb," to
arrive at a solution.
o The subjects are well-defined with narrow domains.
I The shortcomings associated with expert systems are much
more universally agreed upon. The most crucial weakness is
an ES inability to know when it is out of its area of
expertise (in other words, "it doesn't know what it doesn't
know" (Ref. 8:P. 78)). in addition, an ES doesn't have the
I intuition and experience of a human expert, it cannot look
over a situation and decide that the most appropriate action
f-r the conditions at hand would be to break an existing rule.
A human expert can make such a decision. When a human expert
is being pushed beyond his normal range of expertise he still
has some understanding and knowledge, albeit more shallow.
He can still make a fairly well educated recommendation for
an acceptable solution.4 Current expert system technology is such that an ES can
make no such forays beyond its data base. It has no limited
experiences hiding in the recesses of its mind/memory.[Ref.
9:p. 304] However, systems are currently oeing developed that
are intended to do this.
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7D. THE PROCESSING AND CREATING OF AN EXPERT SYSTEM
1. The Basic Process of an Expert System
The first expert systems ever developed were exploring
unknown territories. There were no systems in existence to
emulate. Each new system was custom designed and built to
address only the problem being considered. In the early days
of ES's, the only way to build one was from scratch, usinq
thousands of lines of computer code. Start-up and
developmental costs required millions of dollars and took
several years to complete.[Ref. 5:p. 67]
Since the early 1980's, as understanding and experience
with ES's has grown, several companies have emerged that
provide "expert system shells" for general applications. ES
shell:; are available at a significantly lower cost than the
original expert systems. ES shells are now available for
personal computer (PC) application with a total software and
hardware cost that can be less than $10,000. They provide
the customer with an inference engine and the structure for
a knowledge base, but no knowledge base is provided. ES
shells have been used to develop expert systems that provide
investment ddvice, medical diagnosis, engineering structural
analysis, and identification of organic compounds.
The system designer and/or programmer must provide the
necessary information on which the knowledge base is built.
Prior to system development a feasibility study must be
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conducted. The primary issues to be considered at this point
are: what is the system intended to provide and who will be
using it? The subject to be addressed by the ES must be
reducible to specific facts and a series of "if-then" rules.
The level of experience and duties of the user are important.
Is the user an expert also? a technician? a relatively
untrained blue collar worker? The inherent weaknesses of an
ES must also be considered during this study (for example, as
I.. mentioned above, the system doesn't know when it is outside
'1 of its area of expertise). Potential shortfalls in system
k..nwleA;e must be ronsidercd and addressed.
The process an expert system goes through to provide its
advice and decisions to the user consists of four basic steps:
(1) prob ler identificatinr., (2) data processing, (3) obtaining
1 information Dy asking questicns of the user, and (4) decision
making. Step one, problem identification, is done by the
develcper when the goal to be attained is established.
Pr blem identification is done by the user for a system with4 the option of choosing one of several goals. Steps two and
three are usually repeated successively until sufticient
information is available for a decision to be made. The
developer must enlist the support of an expert(s) to provide
the informdtion and expertise necessary to build the knowledge
base and allow the system to accomplish the second and third
steps. This is done during the knowledge acquisition portion
of system development. Knowledge acquisition is discussed in
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detail in the next section. The final step is accomplished
by the inference engine when it has sufficient information and
provides the user with a decision.
The developer must build the knowledge base with the
information provided by the expert. He must also develop the
inquiries the system will present to the user. These
questions are designed to gather specific information which
might be necessary to reach a decision. One element to bear
F in mind is that the expert cannot directly interface with the
system user, nor can the expert view the problem or object
under consideration.
One way to visualize this situation is to imagine a
telephone conversation between the expert and a completely
uninformed observer who requires assistance. The expert would
have to ask very specific questions of the observer in order
to extract the information on which to base a decision. In
many cases the expert would have to tell thp observer exactly
what to look for in order to provide the answer to the
question. The phrasing of the questions must be carefully
considered in order to obtain the necessary information.
The second step, data processing, evaluates all known data
in terms of the stated goal. All applicable if-then rules ara
identified as either true, false, or undetermined. The rules
valuated as true are checked against the goal to determine
if they can satisfy the goal. If all rules fail to satisfy
the goal, the undetermined rules are re-evaluated using the
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information collected by the questions presented to the ,)ser.
The questions must be designed to capture the information
necessary to resolve the cause of the undetermined status of
the rule.
2. Rnowledge AcquisitiaL
Knowledge acquisition is defined as the transfer and
transformation of problem-solving expertise from some
knowledge source to a program [Ref. 1O:p. 149). Sources of
I knowledge are varied and include human experts, jouinals,
textbooks, data bases, and experimental data (Ref. IC:p. 151,
Ref. ll:p. 131]. The majority of expert systems appear to use
human experts to provide most of their problem solving
expertise. The knowledge engineer is the key to this process.
j His -ole is to act as a go-between helping the expert buiid
the system [Ref. l:p. 1291:i.
Knowledge acquisition can be broken down into two main
phazes: (1) obtaining the information from the source of
knowledge, and (2) coding the information so it may be of use
the expert system. There are various methods of accomplishing
this task ani they are discussed in the foll:wing sub-
sections.
Knowledge acquisition is often the stumbling block in the
development of an ES. It is very difficult for an expert to
co.municate his knowledge in a sufficiently simple form for
the knowledge engineer to understand and utilize.
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i. YT-indcraftinq
This method of knowledge acquisition can be both the
sin-K st and the most difficul In essence, the role of
expart, system developer, and kn,..iedge engineer are performed
by the same person. This method of knowledge acquisition
avoids the communication pitfall between the expert and the
knowledge engineer.
The system developer can accumulate knowledge in the field
the expert system will address, cr an expert in some domdin
can learn how to produce the required code for an expert
system's knowledge base. While this method has few
communications related problems, it may be difficult for the
existing expert or developer to gain the necessary knowledge.
(Ref. 10:p. 151, Ref. 12]
b. KnowledQe Engineerin
This technique involves the knowledge engineer
interviewing and discussing the domain with an expert(s) in
order to develop the knowledge base. This method is very
vulnerable to communications problems. However, this can be
lessened when the knowledge engineer is somewhat familiar with
the topic at hand. In the course of working with the expert
the knowledge engineer will himself develop a certain degree
of expertise. This method is currently ths most prevalent
type of knowledge acquisition.
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c. Intelligent Editing Programs
This method is essentially the same as knowledge
engineering but the need for a knowledge engineer is
eliminated by the use of an intelligent editing program. The
expert interacts directly with an editing proqram capable of
2cnstructing code in the proper format fcr an expert system.
(Ref. ll:p. 150]
d. Text Induction
Although not yet a reality, a future method of knowledge
acquisition is the text induction method. With this technique
a system is used that can read a textbook, extract the
required information and then construct the knowledge base.
a. Knouledge Acquisition for RAZMAT ES
The ES developed in conjunction with this thesis relied
less on human eperts than most ESs discussed in the texts
and journals reviewed. The Hazardous Material Information
System (IM.IS) discussed in chapter II served as the foremost
source of information for the HAZMAT ES. Human expertise was
only required to explain how tne HMIS was utilized in arriving
at a !ccision.
Handcrafting was the methcd utilized in developing most
of the HAZMAT ES. The author had .;ome previous experiences
in hazardous material management; developed additional
expertise through reviewing joi.rnals, texts, Department of
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Defense regulations and instructions, and data bases; and
learned to develop and write the required code.
The knowledge engineering method of knowledge acquisition
4as also used in developing the HAZMAT ES. During HAZ:!T ES
development, in. -mation was obtained from interviews with
experts from NSC luget Sound and the Navy Safety Center. This
information was then used to aid the author in developing the
knowledge base.
An intelligent editing program was used to only a very
slight degree in the development of the HAZMAT ES. The VP-
Expert software package used to develop the HAZMAT ES has some
capabilities that prompt the expert to use proper coding and
format.
3. Expert System Project Life Cycle
There are six basic steps in the development of an expert
system, they are: identification, conceptualization,
formalization, implementation, testing, and prototype
revision. Systems are typically developed and corstructed
through an iterative process. rhe initial version is quite
simplistic and the final product reflects a growth in both
depth and breadth. (Ref. 10]
a. Identification Stage
The identification atage requires the domain to be
specified. This stage can be mdde more difficult by the large
number of issues that may exist within a particular domain.
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The s-ocific problems to be addressed and their relative
importance should be identified during this stage. This step
also includes the identification of potential sources of
expertise Qnd information.
In the development of the HAZMAT ES the general problem
was idrtified by uAVTU u.J Navy Safety Cunter personnel.
In essence, the problem was 'ransforming the expertise of an
NSC safety and health manager and his ability to utilize the
HMIS down to the warehouse level. The author further refined
their conceLns and identified a manageable domain.
b. Conceptualization Sta g
The conceptualization stage requires that goals for the
expert system be specifically ic;ent. fied. The tasks necessary
to attain this goal are also identified. Consideration should
be given to the fcllowinq: "what types of data are
available?": "what is the flow of this information?"; "what
relationship exists between the data and the goal?"; and
finally, "will tne available data and information allow the
goal to be attained?" The HAZMAr ES developmcnt involved a
review of the available daza ases and how an expert used this
information in arriving at a solution.
c, rcri-alizacion Stagn.
The formalization stage refines the problems, key
concepts, and goals identified during the conceptualization
stage. This refinement is based on the knowledge engineering
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tools in use and the form the knowledge base will take.
Modeling the process used to generate the solutions is one of
the primary goals of this stage. The models'can be either
mathematical or heuristic. Examination of the model used by
the expert can provide the knowledge engineer with insights
into the key data elements used by the expert in achieving a
solution. The inter-relationship of this data can also be
isolated by examining the model.
The determining characteristic of hazardous materials,
(i.e., the "hazard" category it belongs to) as defined by the
HAZMAT ES, was identified during this phase. During this
period the quality, reliability and availability of the data
is determined. The vast majority of the data used for the
HAZMAT ES was extracted from the HMIS. This data is
plentiful, reliable, and current.
d. Implementation Phase
The next step is to structure the acquired infcrmation
into the form required by the representational tools to be
utilized by the ES. The most important aspect of this phase
is testing the adequacy of the system's underlying ideas.
The knowledge base is created during this phase with
whatever knowledge acquisition methods have been chosen. This
knowledge base is the basis for the system prototype. With
the HAZMAT ES the majority of the knowledge base was
handcrafted by the author with the remainder being created
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i i 1 1 ... ... ..... .
using the knowledge engineering style of knowledge
acquisition.
e. Testina Phase
The testing phase involves running the prototype system
using sinplistic eamFles. As examples are successfully
completed the testing is expanded to encompass a wider and
more complicated variety of variables and conditions. A
thorough testing is required so errors and weaknesse3 can be
identified.
Once errors are identified their cause must be determined
and analyzed. It may become necessary for the knowledge
engineer to review the causes of these errors with the expert.
Possible errors between the knowledge source and the actual
coda: 'j can occur and should be checked for to ensure the code
accurately reflects the knowledge base.
The input and output devices are also tested and evaluated
during this stage. Errors may be the result of
misunderstandings on the part of the user caused by unclear
questions being presented by the ES. An inability to elicit
the required information from the user can be as debilitating
to the system as a basic error in logic or judgement.
More than 150 tests were conducted in the course of
developing the final version of the HAZMAT ES. The author
was the primary expert for the system testing its logic, while
three students tested the system from a user's point of view.
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The results of these tests are discussed in detail in chapter
IV.
f. Prototype Revision
This final step of ES development is very difficult to
separate from the previous steps. It is the author's opinion
that this is not a unique step but rather a repetition of
preceding stages. Identified problems are corrected and
retested.
Regardless of the fact that this may not be a unique step
it is at this point that the prototype evolves into the final
version of the expert system. The changes are made and the
final form of the system tested.
E. SUMMARY
Basic concepts of applied artificial intelligence and
expert systems were briefly discussed in this chapter. The
knowledge acquisition process in the HAZMAT ES was primarily
handcrafting and knowledge engineering. The development of
the HAZMAT ES followed the typical phases of an expert system
software life cycle discussed in sub-section D-3.
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IV. SOFTWARE AND USER INTERFACE CONSIDERATIONS IN THE
DEVELOP.HENT OF THE HAZARDOUS MATERIAL EXPERT SYSTEM
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter addresses the izues and problems the system
developer and knowledge engineer faced in developing the
Hazardous Material Expert System (HAZMAT ES) (the author was
both). The expert system shells used to produce the HAZMAT
ES are also discussed, as well as considerations given to ease
of use and user interface.
Two HAZMAkT ES's, versions 1.0 and 2.0,weedvlpdn
the course of this thesis effort. Version 1.0 was developed
for use with the M.1 expert system shell and Version 2.0 was
for the VP-Expert shell. Between December 1989 and April 1990
HAZMAT ES 2.0 underwent more than 150 test consultations by
the author and other students (Lieutenants David King, BradpRobinson, and Aaron Rouska) in order to confirm the system's
Ilogic, examine the presentation of information, and resolve
other user interface matters. The author tested the logic of
the system. The students were used to test the system from
the user's point of view.
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B. HAZMAT ES VERSION 1.0
The M.l rule-based expert system shell is a software tool
developed by TEKNOWLEDGE, incorporated, for use on a MS-DOS
pers.nal computer (PC). As with most ES shells it uses a
knowledge system built around a knowledge base of facts and
rules and an inference engine that performs the reasoning
process to solve a specific task.
The M.1 system has a number of useful features:
o Backward and, to a limited extent, forward chain
reasoning
o Menu of acceptable responses provided to the user
o Help facility
0 Interactive debugging capability
o Pull-down menus
o Questions to be presented to the user can be written
in plain English by the ES designer
The knowledge base for both 11.1 and VP-Expert based expert
systems is an ASCII text file created and edited using any
ASCII text editor. In the course of developing HAZMAT ES 1.0
both Sidekick and WordPerfect editors were used. Both have
their advantages and disadvantages. The Sidekick editor could
be accessed while the M.1 system was on-line, allowing for
easier and quicker editing. However, the Sidekick editor's
memory capacity was limited and a text file could easily grow
too large for the Sidekick editor. The author was more
familiar with the WordPerfect editor and preferred it for
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larger scale editing efforts such as originally building the
file and making repetitive editing changes. However, in order
to use the WordPerfect text editor it was nece-sary to exit
tne M.1 program and enter WordPerfect. This was too
bothersome for minor changes and Sidekick was used quickly in
these instances
HAZMAT ES 1.0 was initially begun as a class project for
a course taught at the Naval Postgraduate School. This class
project was used primarily as a feasibility study. At the end
of the course the existing version of HAZMAT ES 1.0 had little
.ork done towards i proving screr presentations or user
interface. The HAZMAT ES 1.0 display screen was essentially
the ready made screen provided by the M.1 shell with a few
-io: changes ;, ade by the author. The only change made
A involved slight alterations to the text display screens. The
alterations were required so that the text display could be
made in an uninterrupted form. The delivered product would
require much more attention in this area.
Due to changes in the schedule of the author, a change in
thesis advisor, and the availability of an improved expert
system software shell, no additional work was done with HAZMAT
ES 1.0. However, HAZMAT ES 1.0 was considered a success in
that it proved ES technology was a feasible and practical
management alternative for hazardous material.
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C. HAZXAT ES VERSION 2.0
1. VP-Expert
The VP-Expert rule-based expert system shell is a product
of Paperback Software International. The initial reason for
changing fror. M.1 to VP-Expert was the termination of the
School's license agreement with TEKNOWLEDGE and the
solicitation of a new ES shell. The change was forced upon
this thesis effort but, for reasons to be discussed further,
it proved to be a favorable one.
VP-Expert provides all of the same basic features as M.1
and more. VP-Expert has its own on-line ASCII text editor.
If an error is detected while attempting to compile the
knowledge system text file the editor automatically comes on-
line, loading the text file. In addition, the editor points
to the general area in which the orror occurred and provides
a brief error message. This made trouble shooting efforts
much quicker and simpler with VP-Expert than M.l.
In addition, the VP-Expert system allows for the easy
introduction of "windowed" text presentations. This feature
is extensively utilized in HAZMAT ES 2.0 and will be further
discussed under the user interface section of this chapter.
An expert system developed for the VP-Expert Shell
normally has a multi-colored tri-window display on screen.
The three windows are the rules window, the values window,
and the text winow. The rules window displ~ys the rules as
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tney are being examined by the inference engine. The values
window displays the value for any variables identified up to
that point in the consultation. The text window is the
principal area for communication with the user. The in-
structions and questions appear in this window.
These windows can be very %iseful during the course of
system development and testing. The rule that is under
consideretion and the values which have been assigned are
vital pieces of information when debugging logic problems in
the rule base. However, to the user this extraneous
SnLornaticn ca;i b2 distracting. VP-Expert effers a feature
which will eliminate the rules and values windows so that the
text window will fill the entire screen. This feature was
incroatd into the final version of the .--AZ*!AT ES 2.0.
2. Program Evolution
The relationship of version 2.0 to 1.0 is very clear.
The research that went into building the knowledge base was
the same. The logic and organization was essentially
unchanged with the exception of improvements discussed in the
following sections. Some changes to the code used for HAZMAT
ES 1.0 were required to satisfy VP-Expert's coding
requirements.
Prior to the final version of HAZMAT ES 2.0 being pro-
duced, the program went through a number of evolutions. Six
distinct versions were created, each building on its pre-
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decessor. The init-al version contained all of the basic
rules required to demonstrate that the logic being used would
work and run on the compiler. Once the author felt
comfortable with the VP--Expert systems operation this file
was expanded to create a second file which covered all
necessary aspects of the hazardous material environment.
The third version of the program started to eddress the
questions that would be posed to the user by the system. The
questions are needed to obtain sufficient informaticn for the
inference engine to provide a solution. An automatic question
generation feature is provided with the VP-Expert system, but
it is also possible to write questions tailored to the HAZMAT
ES's specific user group. A third option is to use the
question generator to produce basic questions and then the
programmer can edit them to read exactly as desired. The
questions used by the HAZMAT ES 2.0 were all designed by the
author. This evolutionary process was consistent with the
adaptive design approach in building expert systems as
discussed in the literature.
3. User interface: Timing Considerations
Once the programming and organization issues were re-
solved the development effort was directed towards how the
user viewed the system during a consultation. Prior to
discussing these considerations it is necessary to review the
process the inference engine uses during consultations.
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As with most expert systems, the HAZMNT ES 2.0's inference
engine uses backward chaining. With this type of reasoning
the goal variable is immediately identified by thi inference
engine, the engine then moves through the "IF-THEN" rules
cortained in the rule base, attempting to locate a rule with
a "THEN" clause value that satisfies the goal variable. All
VP-Expert systems' inference e-igines search through the rules
in the order that the rules are listed in the text file.
The "IF" conditions vhicn lead to the "THEN" value that
satisfies the gcal are identified. The engine then checks
its m:mory, searching for solutions to these "IF" values. If
all of these "IF" values are not kncwn the system will ask
the as r for tae values (this iE where the previously
discus.scd questions are utilized). Once all of the rule's
'i" -alues are det-ernined to ba true or false tha engirne can
determine if the entire rule is true or false and can satisfy
the goal variable. This is the "rule firing" process
previously mentioned in Chapter II.
The first three versions of the HAZMAT ES organized the
rule 2 by hazard categories. For exan. Ie, the first g roup of
rules covcred all possible situaticns involving combustible
material. Vie second group contained rules covering all
possible situations involving flammablas, and so on.
If the rules for the hazard under consideration are
located towards the end of the text file then the search time
for a final solution or for the next question to be presented
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can be one to two seconds. During system testing, waits for
the next screen could seen rather long. This was particularly
true when compared to the very short waits involved for
consultations dealing with i cate od at the beginning of
the text file.
In order to correct these inconsistent waiting periods
the fourth version of the HAZMAT ES featured rules grouped by
the type of information being sought rather than hazard
groups. The first group of rvles provided final solutions
for all types of hazards. The seiond group of rules provided
flash point information for all types of hazards and so on.
The average waiting period between questions remains
essentially unchanged; but the extreme waiting periods, both
long and short, were eliminated. This change occurred because
the responses the user gave always caused the inference engine
to either: (1) provide an immediate solution; or (2) search
to the next group of rules.
Depending on the speed of the PC being used a slight wait
will always be experienced, but chances in version four
assured the wait is relatively consistent from question to
question. The average wait is now no longer than one-half
second. During test consultations users quickly became
accustomed to this standardized waiting period.
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4. User Interface: Presentation Considerations
The changes in the fifth and sixth versions were related
to user interface and presentation considerations. The
questions which query the user in order to obtain the infor-
mation necessary to satisfy the sys4.em's goal are designed to
be clear and airect. In addition, the questions were designed
so that the possible responses would be elementary and
i unambiguous.
The most important presentation screen is the one with
the final solution. Several programming tools were used to
make this screen distinctive. First, a clear screen command
is given prior to the presentation of tne information. This
causes all of the previously displayed questions and respon-
ses to disappear and leave the screen blank.
To reinforce the fact that the system is providing a final
product and not merely asking more questions all of the
screen's information is presented in capital letters. In
addition, blank lines were inserted between the different
i4
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sections of the displays. Each display consists of a gener-
ic response and then a specific (fictitious) storeroom
recommendation. For example:
"THIS POISONOUS MATERIAL MAY BE STORED IN A
GENERAL STOREROOM.
STOREROOM 9 WOULD BE AN IDEAL LOCATION."
Prior to this system actually being implemented it would
become necessary to either eliminate the fictitious store-
rooms from the responses or edit the rules to reflect actval
storeroom locations.
To further distinguish responses VP-Expert's windowing
capabilities were utilized. Each response appears in a pop-
up window with contrastinq colors in relation to the screen
presenting the original questions.
5. System Packaging
The final step for system development was combining the
required VP-Expert files, the HAZMAT ES text file, and disk
operating system (MS-DOS) commands on to a single floppy disk.
This allows the system to be completely transportable to any
PC operating with MS-DOS and 384K of available RAM. An auto
executive file, file copy of the user's manual and greeting
message were also added. The total HAZMAT ES text file
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contains 41 rules and 18,000 bytes. The HAZMAT ES is
ccntained on two disks and is designed to be completely self
sufficient and self starting. All the user has to do is turn
cn his PC and boot the first disk.
VP-Expert also contains an on-line help facility to aid
the user during ccnsoltations. The features of this facil-
ity which are pertinent to the HAZMAT ES 2.0 user are dis-
cussed in the HAZMAT ES 2.0 User's Manual, Appendix B.
D. PROGRAMMING AND LOGIC CONSIDERATIONS
1. Thn Basic Process
As previously discussed, the HAZMAT ES views the hazardous
materials under consideration as belonging to one of eight
hazird categories. These categories are: acids, flammables,
toxics, explosives, combustibles, alkalines, oxidizers, and
poisons. Identification of the hazard group a particular
material belongs to is the first variable the HAZMAT ES
investigates during a consultation. This is done during a
consultation by a direct question to the user asking what the
materialsa hazard group is. The text file also contains a
rule to provide the user with guidance if the material's
hazard is unknown.
The goal being sought for the HAZMAT ES has been assigned
the name "storage" in the rule-based text file. Two ialues
can be achieved for the storage variable, they are "ok" and
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"info". If the value for storage is determined to be "ok"
this means the user does not require information regar-.ng the
material's flash point, disposal, or reactivity. When no
information is requested the storage variable is set equal to
"9ok".
Once the material's hazard category has been identified
and the storage variable set to "ok" the screen then displays
the proper storage conditions for the materi-l. A storeroom
recommendation is also displayed on the same screen (for the
purposes of examples and to show tne HAZMAT ES's capabilities,
fictitious storeroom locations have been created and these are
what are provided on the screen display).
2. Additional Information
If required for any reason the user may obtain informa-
tion on the flash point, disposal, or reactivity of the
material being considered. When the user is asked if infor-
mation is needed he responds with the type of information
needed. The information variable is then set equal t that
information (flash point, reactivity, or disposal) and the
storage variable is set equal to "info". The screen display
will provide the user with the requested information. The
user may record this information for future use as needed.
Once the infornation is obtained the consultation is continued





As a result of discu3sions with the NSC Puget Sound safety
and health manager, HAZMAT ES 2.0 contains an information
feature not included in version 1.0. HAZMAT ES 1.0 only
offered the user informaticn on disposal and flash point of
the material under consideration. The NSC PS personnel
indicated they often needed information on the reactivity of
an item and having it readily available in the HAZMAT ES would
make the system more useful to the warehouse workers.
Incorporating this desired information into the rule base
increassd the number of rules by approximately twenty-five
percent but did not present any major problems.
3. Testing and Potential Problems
A logic problem manifested itself during system tests.
The inference engine successively asked the user if inforra-
tioi was desired about flash point, reactivity, or disposal.
The answer to each of these questions was simply "yes" or
"no". However, if tie user answered "yes" to more than one
of these questions he was only provided with one piece of
de-ired inforration. Similar testing was done to a less
extenzive degree with HAZMAT ES 1.0 ani no such problems were
discovered. It appears to be a Dotential problem only with
VP-Expert.
A number of approaches were tried to correct this condi-
tion. One failed attempt placed rules at the beginning of
each section which were designed to detect two "yes" respon-
I4
ses and then instructed the user to only request one piece of
information per consultation.
Another failed a~tempt placed all three information
variables in every rule. Only one of the information vari-
ables was assigned a "yes" value in these rules and the other
two variables assigned the value "no". The author was unable
to determine why these approaches failed.
The solution ultimately proved to be very simple. Rather
than three questions asking the user if information was
desired on a specific feature (flash point, reactivity, or
disposal), the user is merely asked one question with fcur
possible answers; specifically: "What do you need information
about?" The possible responses are "flash point, disposal,
reactivity, or none".
E. A SAMPLE CONSULTATION
To allow the reader to understand the entire HAZMAT ES
consultation process a simple example of how the system would
te employed Ly a warehouse worker is presented. For example,
a ,-w itc-i I; re-eived on the loading dock. Ihe warehouse
worker checks the Material Safety Data Sheet to determine the
item's hazard category and finds it is a combustible, its
physical state is solid. Assuming the system has been loaded
to the computer as described in the user's manual (Appendix
B), the greeting screens shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2 will
appear in succession. Figure 4.1 is external to the VP-
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Expert program while figure 4.2 is the customized greeting





THIS EXPERT SYSTEM CAN PROVIDE THE USER WITH
INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW OR WHERE TO STORE A NEWLY
RECEIVED HAZARDOUS MATERIAL. IF REQUESfED THE
SYSTEM CAN PROVIDE THE USER WITH INFORMATION ON
THE HAZARDOUS MATERIAL'S FLASH POINT, REPCTIVITY,
OR DISPOSAL.
AN ON-LINE HELP FACILITY IS RESIDENT IN THE EXPERT
SYSTEM AND CAN BE ACCESSED BY TYPING /H AT ANY TIME
DURING A CONSULTATION. IN ADDITION, A TEXT FILE OF
THE USER'S MANUAL IS PROVIDED ON THIS DISK. A COPY
MAY BE OBTAINED BY ENTERING THE DOS COMMAND "PRINT
USER.MAN" AFTER EXITING THE CONSULTATION.
Strike a key when ready .
Figure 4.1
The Hazardous Material Expert System will
provide you with advice on the proper storage for recently
received, ready-for-issue, hazardous materials. Vhenever
possible, a specific storeroom location will be
recommended. In addition, the user may ask this expert
system to provide specific information on an item's
flash point, reactivity, or disposal. The system provide
will only one of these factors per consultation,
if more than one is desired additional consultations
should b3 initiated.
Press the "go" key to begin the consultation.
lHelp 2Go 3WhatIf 4Variable 5Rule 6Set
7Edit 8Quit
Figure 4.2
Once the user strikes the "go" key, the first screen to
appear, as represented by figure 4.3, will inquire as to the
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qprimary hazard associated with the material under
consideration. The response is "combustible" (The selected
response is represented in the figure by ^Q, on the screen an
inverted triangle is displayed).
What is the primary hazard associated with the
material you need storage information about? (If a second
hazard is associated with the material an additional
consultation should be run.)
Explosive Toxic Combustible ^Q
Flazanable Alkaline Oxidizer
Poison Acid Uncertain
lHelp 2Go 3Whatlf 4Variable 5Rule 6Set
7Edit 8Quit
1Figure 4.3
After the response a second question will appear on the
same screen and ask the user the physical state of the
material under consideration. The response, represented in
figure 4.4, is "liquid." The preceding question regarding
the hazard, and the response, will remain on the screen.
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What is the primary hazard associated with the
material you need storage information about? (If a second
bazard ia associated with the material an additional
consultation should be run.)
Explosive Toxic Combustible ^Q
Flammable Alkaline Oxidizer
Poison Acid Uncertain
What is the physical state of the material
you need storage information about?
Solid Liquid Q Gas
iHelp 2Go 3WhatIf 4Variable 5Rule 6Set
7Edit 8Quit
Figure 4.4
The system will then inquire if information is required
regarding flash point, reactivity, or disposal. If the user
in1-catcs that informaton a-cut one of these items is needed
the response provided is shown in figure 4.5. In this example
disposal information was requested. Figure 4.6 shows the
system's response. Figure 4.7 represents a response when no
additional informacion is needed, only a storage
recommendation is desired. The response in this case is shown
in figure 4.8. Once the consultation is complete touching any
key will return the user to the main screen (figure 4.2) where
another consultation may begin or the program may be exited.
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What is the primary hazard associated with the
material you need storage information about? (If a second
hazard is associated with the material an additional
consultation should be run.)
Explosive Toxic Combustible ^Q
Flammable Alkaline Oxidizer
Poison Acid Uncertain
What is the physical state of the material
you need storage information about?
Solid Liquid "Q Gas
Do you need information about the FLASH POINT,
REACTIVITY, or DISPOSAL of the material
you are considering for storage?
Flash Point Reactivity Disposal 'Q
No
lHelp 2Go 3WhatIf 4Variable 5Rule 6Set1 7Edit 8Quit
iyure 4.5
IN ORDER TO DISPOSE OF THIS COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL
MIX IT WITH SOIL RICH IN ORGANIC MATERIAL.
I
PRESS ANY KEY TC CONTINUE
Figure 4.6
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What is the primary hazard associated with the
material you need storage information about? (If a second
hazard is associated with the material an additional
consultation should be run.)
Explosive Toxic Combustible -Q
Flammable Alkaline oxidizer
Poison Acid Uncertain
What is che physical state of the material
you need storage information about?
Sclid Liquid -Q Gas
Do you need information about the FLASH POINT,
REACTIVITY, or DISPOSAL of the material
you are considering for storage?
Flash Point Reactivity Dispisal
No ^Q




THIS COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL M.A.Y BE STORED IN A
GENERAL STOREROOM WITH AN AM.BIENT TEMPERATURE
OF LESS THAN 123 DEGRZ7S FAHRENHEIT.
STOREROOM NUMBER 25 IS AN IDEAL LOCATION,
STOREROOM NUMBER 27 WOULD BE AN ACCEPTABLE
LOCATION FOR SHORT-TERM STORAGE.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE
Figure 4.8
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. The Hazardous Material Expert System
The ability to successfully develop an expert system
application is largely a function of the subject being
considered. The author's experience with the HAZMAT ES shows
that an expert system can be developed to replace the on-site
"expert" required when dealing with ready-for-issue hazardous
materials at a Naval Supply Center (USC). A warehouse worker
with very little hazardous material or computer training can
make the correct decision and safely store hazardous
materials.
The HAZMAT ES successfully incorporates the basic
guidelines contained in the principal Department of Defense
source of information for hazardous material, the Hazardous
Material Infurmation System. To make the HAZMAT ES' capacity
small enough to function on a personal computer it was
necessary to group all of the hazardous material into ei'ght
general categories. This grouping also made it unnecessary
to periodically update the HAZMAT ES when the quarterly HMIS
is promulgated.
If the ES was tied to the HMIS by unique line item it
would be necessary for a programmer to review and amend the
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rule base on a quarterly basis. HAZMAT ES 2.0 requires no
such periodic updating to remain current. Unless a
significant change takes place in terms of hazardous material
management technology or policy, no changes are necessary.
However, organizing the hazardous materials into groups
takes away from the exactness of the expert system. The "MMISfaddresses each type of hazardous material as an individual
item with unique characteristics. The approach taken by the
HAZMAT ES uses the characteristics of the hazardous category
the material belongs to. This grouping causes the system to
lose its preciseness. For example, an item with a flash point
of 250 degrees fahrenheit will be included in a group with a
flash point characteristic of 225 degrees or higher.
Initially, because the HAZMAT ES will have to treat items
as members of a hazard group and not individual items, it is
recommended that storage decisions made by warehouse personnel
and the HAVAT ES be forwarded to the center's safety and
health manager for validation as is done under the current
procedure. Potential errors due to HAZMAT ES logic make it
rpcrtant t.. at thp recommended decision Ze verified by a human
expert.
As ES technologies improve it may be possible for a
personal computer-based HAZMAT ES to be developed that
addresses each line item uniquely. This potentiality will be
discussed further in the concluding section.
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B. Other Applications and Potential Projects For Future Study
Other expert systems for use at Naval Supply Centers have
been successfully developed by other thesis students at the
Naval Postgraduate School. These systems include a dues
management system and a causative research system. Other
possible candidates for consideration of an expert system
application are budgeting, internal auditing, and requisition
filling.
The previously developed NSC expert systems, as well as
the HAZMAT ES 2.0, v:ere combined into a single application as
another student's thesis effort. Lieutenant Aaron Rouska,
USN, accomplished this in March 1990 during the completion of
his thesis.[Ref. 1?j
The HMIS was recently released on a compact disk-read only
memory (CD-ROM) format. The CD-ROM HMIS, which is updated in
its entirety on a quarterly basis, is designed for use with
a personal computer. The VP-Expert shell may be configured
for use with a data base contained on a CD-ROM. Due to the
large amount of data, this would require considerable research
and effort. However, such a successful application would
allow each hazardous item to be uniquely identified and
analyzed by an expert system. This would avoid the principal
shortfall of the HAZMAT ES.
It is envisioned that the KMIS would not actually become
a part of HAZMAT ES; rather, the expert system would interact
with the data base and extract the necessary information.
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Such an interaction would obviate the need for quarterly
updating of the system. As long as the format of the HMIS
remained constant the expert system would be iccessing an
updated data base on a quarterly basis.
I
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APPENDIX A: CODE FOR EAZNLAT ES
The following is a listing of thq ASCII text code for the
HAZMAT ES. The "!" symbol represents organizational comments
within the code that the program does not process.
! These first group of statements instruct the system and







DISPLAY " The Hazardous Material Expert Sy3tem will
provide you with advice on the proper storage for recently
received, ready-for-issue, hazardous materials. Wherever
possible, a specific storeroom location will be recommended.
In addition, the user -ay ask this expert system to
provide specific information on an item's flash point,
reactivity, or disposal. The system will can enly provide
one of these factors per consultation, if more than one is
desired additional consultations should be initiated.






! These rules will provide the storage solution if no
! information is needed for reactivity, flash point, or
disposal.
RULE 1








DISPLAY "THIS EXPLOSIVE MATERIAL SHOULD BE STORED IN
A FLA24ABLE STOREROOM WITH AN INSTALLED HALON FIRE FIGHTING
SYSTEM.
STOREROOM NUMBER 27 IS AN IDEAL LOCATION.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'";
RULE 2









DISPLAY "THIS ACID MATERIAL SHOULD BE STORED IN AN ACID
LOCKER THAT DOES NOT CONTAIN COMBUSTIBLES, OXIDIZERS, OR
ALKALINE MATERIALS.
STOREROOM NUMBFR .6 IS AN IDEAL LOCATION.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";
RULE 3







DISPLAY "THIS TOXIC MATERIAL MAY BE STORED IN ANY AREA
THAT DOES NOT CONTAIN ACIDS, COMBUSTIBLES, OR OXIDIZING
MATERIALS.
STOREROOM NUMBER 7 IS AN IDEAL LOCATION, STOREROOM NUMBER 9
WOULD BE AN ACCEPTABLE LOCATION FOR SHORT-TERM STORAGE.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONMINUE'";
RULE 4









DISPLAY "THIS ALKALINE MATERIAL MAY BE STORED IN ANY
GEN)PSAL STOREROOM THAT DOES NOT CONTAIN ACIDS, COMBUSTIBLES,
OR OXIDIZERS.
STOREROOM NUMBER 6 IS AN IDEAL LOCATION, STOREROOM NUMBER 9
WOULD BE AN ACCEPTABLE LOCATION FOR SHORT-TER4 STORAGE.
I
PRESS ANY NEY TO CONTINUE'";
RULE 5
IF Hazard = Combustible AND








DISPLAY "THIS COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL MAi BE STORED IN A
GENERAL STOREROOM WITH AN AMBIENT TEMPERATURE OF LESS THAN
125 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
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STOREROOM NUMBER 25 IS AN IDEAL LOCATION, STOREROOM NUMBER
27 WOULD BE AN ACCEPTABLE LOCATION FOR SHORT-TERM STORAGE.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";
RULE 6
IF Hazard = Combustible AND








DTSPLAY "THIS COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL SHOULD BE STORED I!1
A FLAMMABLE STOREROOM WITH AN INSTALLED HALON FIRE FIGHTING
SYSTEM.
STOREROOM NUMBER 27 IS AN IDEAL LOCATION.I
PRESS ANY KEY -10 CONTINUE-";
RULE 7
IF Hazard = Combustible AND










? SPLAY "THIS COMBUSTIBLE MATRIAL SHOUL. 70RED IN
A COMI-."SSED GAS STOREROOM WITH AN INSTALLED h. 7IRE
FIGHTING SYSTEM.
R T2&2 38 IS AN IDEAL LOCATION.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";
;LE 8
T? r Flanmable AND





DISPLAY "THIS FLPOIMABLE MATERIAL SHOULD BE STORED IN AI SLATIABLE STOREROOM WITH AN INSTALLED HALON FIRE FIGHTING
SYSTEM.
STOREROOM NUMBER 27 IS AN IDEAL LOCATION.
, PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";
# , <4
,-": 'RULE 9
IF Hazard = Flammable AND
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DISPLAY "THIS FLAMMABLE MATERIAL SHOULD BE STORED IN A
COMPRESSED GAS STOREROOM.
STOREROOM NUMBER 36 IS AN IDEAL LOCATION.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE-";
RULE 10
TF Hazard = Flarnable AND








DISPLAY "THIS FLAMMABLE 'MATERIAL SHOULD BE STORED IN A
FLAMMABLE STOREROOM WITH AN INSTALLED HALON FIRE FIGHTIG
SYSTEM.
STOREROOM NUMBER 27 IS AN IDEAL LOCATION.












DISPLAY "THIS OXIDIZING MATERIAL MAY BE STORED IN ANY
GENERAL STOREROOM THAT DOES NOT CONTAIN ACIDS, COMBUSTIBLES,
OR ALKALINE MATERIAL.
STOREROOM NUMBER 5 IS AN IDEAL LOCATION, STOREROOM NUMBER 9
WOULD BE AN ACCEPTABLE LOCATION FOR SHORT-TERM STORAGE.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE-";
~RULE 12









DISPLAY "THIS POISONOUS MATERIAL MAY BE STORED IN A
GENERAL STOREROOM.
STOREROOM NUMBER 11 IS Al IDEAL LOCATION.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";
This rule instructs the user on how to obtain information
I on the general hazard of the item if it is not known.
RULZ 13




t D' N 1:5,7,12,65,3
ACIVE 1
color = 14
DISPLAY "OBTAIN THE MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET (MSDS)
THAT ACCOMPANIED ThJ§ MATERIAL AND DETERMINE THE GENERAL
HAZARD ASSOCIATED WITH THIS MATERIAL. IF AN MSDS IS NOT
AVAILABLE CONTACT THE SUPPLY CENTER HEALTH AND SAFETY
MANAGER FOR ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE-";
! These rules provide information on the flash point of the
! various types of material.
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RULE 14
IF Hazard = Toxic AND






DISPLAY "THE FLASH POINT FOR THIS TOXIC MATZRIAL IS
HIGHER THAN 200 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE-";
RULE 15
!F Hazard = Combustible AND
State = Liquid OR
State = Gas AND







DISPLAY "THE FLASH POINT OF THIS COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL
IS LESS THAN 125 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT AND APPROPRIATE CAUTION
SHOULD BE EXERCISED.
PRESS ANY KEY 10 CONTINUE'";
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RULE 16
IF Hazard Combustible AND
State= Solid AND








DISPLAY "THE FLASH POINT Oi THIS COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL
IS LESS THAN 200 DEGREES FAHRrNHF.LT.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE-";
RULE 17
IF Hazard = Flammable AND







DISPLAY "THE FLASH POINT OF THIS FLAMMABLE MATERIAL IS
LOWER THAN ICO DEGREES FAHRENHEIT, APPROPRIATE CAUTION
SHOULD BE EXERCISED.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE ";
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RULE 18
IF Hazard = Explosive AND







DISPLAY "THE FLASH POINT OF THIS EXPLOSIVE MATERIAL IS
LESS THAN 73 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT, APPROPRIATE CAUTION SHOULD
BE EXERCISED.
i PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'";
RULE 19








DISPLAY "THE FLASH POINT OF THIS ALKALINE MATERIAL
EXCEEDS 200 DEGREES FAFRENHEIT.












DISPLAY "THE FLASH POINT FOR THIS OXIDIZING MATERIAL IS
LESS THAN 200 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'";
RULE 21








DISPLAY "THE FLASH POINT OF THIS POISONOUS MATERIAL IS
!N EXCESS CF 225 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE":
RULE 22
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IF Hazard = Acid AND






col or = 14
DISPLAY "THE FLASH POINT OF THIS ACIDIC MATERIAL IS
LESS THAN 200 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
PF.$S ANY KEY CO CONTINUE";
These ru3 es pcvidz inform.at_ on for the disposal of the
'various types of materiei.
RULE 23






DISPLAY "THIS EXPLOSIVE MATERIAL SHOULD BE RETURNED TO
THE MANUFACTURER IF DISPOSAL iS REQUIRED.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'";
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RULE 24








* DISPLAY "IN ORDER TO DISPOSE OF THIS TOXIC MATERIAL MIX
IT WITH SOIL.
* PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";
RULE 25
IF Hazard Combustible AND
State = Solid OR








DISPLAY "IN ORDER TO DISPOSE OF THIS COMBUSTIBLE
MATERIAL MIX IT WITH SOIL RICH IN ORGANIC MATERIAL.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE';
RULE 26
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IF Hazard = Combustible AND








DISPLAY "IN ORDER TO DISPOSE OF THIS COMBUSTIBE
MATERIAL CONFIRM THAT IT IS NOT TOXIC AND VENT IT TO THE
ATMOSPHERE. IF THE GAS IS TOXIC IT MUST BE RETURNED TO THE
MANUFACTURER OR SUPPLIER FOR DISPOSAL.
PRESS ANY KEY TO
RULE 27








DISPLAY "IN ORDER TO DISPOSE OF THIS FLAMMABLE MATERIAL
MIX ANY UNCOMBINED PORTIONS AND MIX THE RESULTING PRODUCT
WITH SOIL RICH IN ORGANIC MATERIALS.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'";
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RULE 28
IF Hazard = Flamable AND







DISPLAY "IN ORDER TO DISPOSE OF THIS FLAMMABLE MATERIAL
CONFIRM THAI IT IS NOT TOXIC AND VENT IT TO THE ATMOSPHERE.
IF THE GAS IS TOXIC IT MUST BE RETURNED TO THE MANUFACTURER
OR SUPPL::R FOR DISPOSAL.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE-";
RULE 29









DISPLAY "IN ORDER TO DISPOSE OF THIS FLAMMABLE MATERIAL
SLOWLY ADD IT TO A SMALL COJITAINER OF WATER; THEN WASH THE
FILTRATE TO A SEWER DRAIN AND BURY THE REMAINING SLUDGE.
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PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'";
RULE 30








DISPLAY "IN ORDER TO DISPOSE CF THIS ALUALINE MATERIAL
DILUTE IT WITH EXCESSIVE WATER AND THEN DISPOSE OF THE
RESULTING PRODUCT TN A SAIITARY SEWER DRAIN.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'";
RUIZ 31
IF Hazard = Oxidizer AND
THE Information =Disposal





DISPLAY "IN ORDER TO DISPOSE OF THIS OXIDIZING MATERIAL
MIX IT WITH SOIL.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'";
IRULE 32






DISPLAY "THIS POISONOUS MTERIAL SHOULD BE RETURNED TO
THE MANUFACTURER OR SUPPLIER FOR DISPCSAL.
PRZSS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'";
RULE 33







DISPLAY "IN ORDER TO DISPOSE OF THIS ACIDIC MATERIAL
MIX IT WITH A BASE MATERIAL AND THEN WASH THE RESULTING
PRODUCT TO A SANITARY SEWER DRAIN.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'";
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! These rules provide information in regards to the
! reictiv_;ty of the various types of material.
RULE 34
17 Hazard = Toxic AN D






color = 14j FLAY "TEhIS -DX-C ""T.RIAL TS
PRESS ANY KV TO CONTYNUE~";
RULE 35











." DISPLAY "THIS COMBUSTIBLn MATERIAL CAN BECOME UNSTABLE
1i HEATED, KEEP IT IN A COOL PLACE OUT OF THE DIRECT LIGHT
OF THE SUN.
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PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";
RULE 36
IF H.izard = Flammable AND







DISPLAY "THIS FLAMMABLE MATERIAL MAY BECOME UNSTABLE IF
HEATED, KEEP IT IN A COOL PLACE OUT OF TFE DIRECT LIGHT 0'
THE SUN.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";
RULE 37







DISPLAY "THIS ALKALINE MATERIAL MAY BECOME UNSTABLE IF
HEATED, KEEP IT IN A COOL PLACE OUT OF THE DIRECT LIGHT OF
THE SUN.
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PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";
RULE 38








DISPLAY "THIS OXIDIZING MATERIAL MAY BECOME UNSTABLE IF
HEATED, KEEP IT IN A COOL PLACE OUT OF THE DIRECT LIGHT OF
THE SUN.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'";
RULE 39







DISPLAY "THIS POISONOUS MATERIAL IS STABLE.
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PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'";
RULE 40








DISPLAY "THIS ACIDIC MATERIAL MAY BECOME UNSTABLE IF
HEATED, KEEP IT 7N A COOL PLACE OUT OF THE DIRECT LIGHT OF
THE SUN.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'";
RULE 41
IF Hazard = Explosive AND






DISPLAY "THIS EXPLOSIVE MATERIAL MAY DETONATE,
APPROPRIATE CAUTION SHOULD BE EXERCISED.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'";
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.! ....
The following questions and answers are used by the
system to will. prompt the user so the system may obtain
the information necessary to provide the required
scorage information. These questions are presented in
standard VP-Expert fox, .at.
ASK Hazard: "What is the primary hazard associated with the
:.zazerial ycu need tcrage infcr-:2tion about? (if a secondary
hazard is associated with the material an additional
cons:!tation should be run.)";
CHOICES Hazard: Explosive, Toxic, Combustible, Flamable,
Alkaline, Oxidizer, Poison, Acid, Uncertain;
ASY State: "What is the physical state of the material
you need storage infor-mation about?";
CFOICES State: Solid, Liquid, Gas;
ASK Information: "Do you need information on the FLASH
POINT, REACTIVITY, or DISPOSAL of the material you are
considering for storage?'";




APPENDIX B: HAZMAT TjSER'S MANUAL
A. INTRODUCTION
The Hazardous Material Expert System will allow you to
duternine the proper storage conditions and location for a
recently received hazardous material. In addition, it can
give you information on an item's flash point, reactivity,
and disposal information.
The system is keyed to the item's "hazard", specifically:
is it acid, alkaline, caustic, combustible, corrosive,
explosive, flammable, or poison? In order to proceed with a
consultation using the HAZMAT ES you must know what this
hazard is. This information is contained on the Material
jSafety Data Sheet (MSDS) or marked on the shipping container.
It should also be labeled on the material's container.
B. GENERAL NOTES
1. These instructions assume the user is moderately familiar
with MS-DOS operations. However, no PC familiarity, beyond
turning on the computer, is required to actually operate the
HASMAT ES.
2. The HAZMAT ES is included on two diskettes. Diskette #1
contains all the files (MS-DOS and VP-Expert) necessary to
operate the syst -. Disktte =2 contains user a: sistance
files.
3. An ASCII texc file copy of these instructions is included
on Jiskette #2 under the name USER.MAN. A hard copy of the
file may be produced using the MS-DOS print command or by
using any word processor capable of loading an ASCII file.
4. Fixed disk users may copy both diskettes to a directory
of their choosing on the C: drive. Type the command "start"
to begin a consultation from the C: drive.
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5. Prior to beginning a consultation it is advisable to have
the appropriate MSUS at your disposal. The MSDS will provide
you with the information you need to answer the system's
inquiries.
C. OPERATING IN'STRUCTIONS
1. St.rtina.the 'HA2-AT ES: The HAZMAT ES diskette ti
contains the necessary MS-DOS files to allow you to boot your
personal computer (PC) using only this disk. To do this, turn
on your PC with HAZMAT ES diskette #1 in the A: drive and
diskette #2 in the B: drive. You will be taken through a
I series of introductory and instructional screens and then the
I system will be on-line. Reminder: It you have copied the
HAZMAT ES files to a fixed disk type the command "start" to
begin a consultation.
j 2. HAZMAT Comrmands: Once the system is on-line all HAZMAT
r ES commands may be entered in one of three ways:
1. Enter the number of t selection you desire.
2. Enter the first letter of the selection you desire.
3. Using the keypad arrows scroll the lightbar to the
choice .'-;- Jcsire and then press the "enter" key. In 7ost
cases the selection you desire will be the default selection
and the lightbar will already be on that selection.
Example: You wish to start a consultation, the command
for this is "#2 Go". You may press the number "2" key, you
may press the "g" (for gn) key, or you may use the arrows to
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scroll the lightbar to the "#2 Go" command and then press the
"entcr" key. All three options have the same effect.
3. Responding to HAZMAT questions: All HAZMAT FS juestions
are answered in the same manrer. Scroll the lightbar to the
desired response, press the "entcr" koy to nar', the rest.
and then press the "end" key. All possible answers are
provided with the questions.
4. Startina tte Consultation: At this point the kncwledge
base is loaded and you are ready to begin. SIart the
consultation by selecting the go command. You will receive
a greeting screen with a quick explanation of the HAZMAT ES.
Press any key to continue with the consultation.
f 5. The First Screen: The initial screen after the greeting
will aEk you the hazard associated with the material under
consideration. All possible choices will be displayed, scroll
the lightbar to the correct response and press the "enter" key
to mirk the rcsponse. To procecd to the .cxt 5crpen prc zs the
"end" key.
6. The State of the Hazard: Navy personnel use hazardous
materials that can be in one of three physical states: solid,
liquid, and gas. In order to provide accurate advice for
certain iaterials the HAZMAT ES must know the physical stete
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of the naterial under consideration. Do not be concerned if
this question is not asp:ed. This meana the information is not
required for the ma' 2rial under consideration. If the
question ia asked, select the appropriate response and press
the "end" key to proreed.
7. Flash Point. Reactivity, or Disposal Information: If you
desirs, the HAZ%%T ES will provide information on the flash
point, reactivity, or disposal of the material under
consideration. Only one of these items may ne selected per
consultation. If an additional item of information is desired
you have two options: run another consultatio (they don't
take long), or use the "#3 What If" feature. This feature is
discussed in paragraph 9 below.
8. The Storage Recommend-tion: If no information is desired,
select the "no" response and press the "end" key to proceed.
At this point you will be provided with a recommendation for
general storage conditions. In addition, a specific storeroom
location(s) is/are provicied. You may, now start another
consultation by selecting "#2 Gu", or exit the program by
selecting "#8 Quit" twice.
9. The "Heln" Feature: If you desire assistance durin; a
consultation you may enter the Help feature by selecting the
back slash ("\") key and then selecting "#2 Help". (If the
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'!AZAT ES has not be copied to a fixed disk then HAZMAT ES
diskette 42 must be in the B: drive). The help feature will
provido you with guidance on the system and its features.
10. The "What If" Fc-tuire: This i ture allows you to change
your responses after they have been selected and you have
Fressed the "end" key. This feature may also be used after
a consultation is completed. Selecting this feature will give
ycu four choices of variables to change (hazard, information,
state, or storage). These choices will change the following:
" Hazard: Changes the hazard of the item, e.g.: from
combustible to flammable.
" Informarion: Changes the requested information, e.g. from
flash point to disposal. This option may be used to
obtain the final storage recommendation by changing the
information variable to "no".
" State: Changes the state of the material under
consideration, e.g.: from solid to liquid.
" Storace: This is the ultimate goal variable being sought
by the HAZMAT ES. You should not select or try to change
this variable.
10. Features not available: VP-Expert, the software system
that supports the HAZMAT ES, has a number of features when
the program is used iii its entirety. The HAZMAT ES does not
provide all of these features. However, they will still appear
on your menu and may be selected. If they are selected an
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